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1 of 1 review helpful Lessons for a lifetime of golf By Bill Gray The irony of this book is that I may never take a golf 
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lesson again Everything you need to know about improving your game is here And of course the wisdom is timeless 
Only the real difference from all other books is that John STEINBREDER makes you feel like you re standing right 
next to these great teachers many of whom I ve met His writing unique Imagine calling on Stanford Yale and 
Princeton and selecting their finest faculty to enlighten you on their given area of expertise mdash and making all that 
insight and information available for the price of a paperback book John Steinbreder has done just that for the game of 
golf by calling on elite PGA club professionals to provide tips on everything from putting and practicing to hitting 
specialty shots and eliminating the slice Learn driving from Sco In 18 Ways to Play a Better 18 Holes John 
Steinbreder has effectively captured the essence of what PGA professionals do better than anyone in the world teach 
the game of golf This book introdu 
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